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KFU at a Glance

KFU is a bridge between East and West where you can discover a world of ideas, diversity and culture.

With 210 years of high quality education and outstanding research in a wide variety of fields, Kazan Federal is traditionally top-rated among Russia’s higher educational institutions QS World University Rankings 551-600.

Kazan is a multinational and multiconfessional city with more than 115 ethnicities.

The university offers a variety of living facilities and comfortable apartments, including Universiade - 2013 Village dormitories with capacity of 12000 living places.

Internationally acknowledged center of academic excellence.

Whoever you are, and whatever your personal identity is, you will find others like you and will have an opportunity to meet a diversity of people, who will widen your horizons, challenge your assumptions and with whom you can share your particular beliefs and experiences.
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING


The program takes two years. After a year of basic education students can choose one of three specializations: “Cognitive Systems and Data Science”, “Methods and tools for software engineering”, or “Management of software development”.

Academic staff
Lectures are delivered by the teaching staff of the University and by experienced developers the leading IT companies of Russia. Lots of foreign and Russian developers and scientists give master-classes.

Career opportunities
ITIS students begin to work in real projects of the IT industry starting from the second year which provides them with proper experience and competitive advantages by the graduation time. Most of our graduates become IT entrepreneurs.

Partners
There are about twenty laboratories offer the internship positions for the students of the program, there are Fujitsu Lab, Cisco Innovation Center, IOS Lab, Samsung Android Lab among them.

Contacts
Vladimir Sychenkov, itis@kpfu.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures

OPEN COMPUTER SCIENCE

This double degree programme is implemented jointly with Czech Technical University in Prague. The main goal is preparing of highly qualified IT-experts able to perform functions of senior programmers and system analysts, and pursue research as well as analytical, project and managing activities relating to Computer Sciences.

Academic staff
Recognised candidates and doctors of sciences of the Institute of Computing Mathematics and Information Technologies lead the programme. Scientific advisor of the Master Program is Professor Rustam Latypov, Doctor of Technical Sciences, Director of the Institute.

Career opportunities
Mastering the programme will encourage the development of computer knowledge and skills by graduates to be able to identify, select and apply information resources and technologies with managerial potential on the most efficient and advanced ways.

Partners
Among the partners are the major industrial and business companies in Russia and abroad: ICL, Cisco, Fix, Intel, Microsoft, IBM, Samsung, DigiPen, Softline, DCEWeb, S&S, Autodesk, CUDA, TATNEFT, Bars-group, etc.

Contacts
Ekaterina Tuliova, ekaterina.tuliova@kpfu.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures
GENERAL AND STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

The programme is aimed at giving fundamental knowledge of management, deeper insights into economic theory and practice. Flexible schedule allows to choose courses to fit your personal needs.

Academic staff
Head of the programme: Professor, Doctor of Economics Naiya Bagaudinova
The staff consists of experts in international trade, corporate strategies, consumer behavior, brand management, national economic policies, and many other areas. All lecturers are Candidates (PhD) or Doctors of Sciences.

Career opportunities
Government agencies, leading national and international corporations, research and academia. Our graduates work at Gazprom, Sberbank, KPMG, PWC, EY, LG, Panasonic, and many other prominent companies.

Partners
Justus Liebig University (Giessen, Germany)
Double major in Transition Management

Contacts
Institute of Management, Economics, and Finance, +7 8432315450, ort-iuef@kpfu.ru

ALGEBRA

The program aims to prepare highly qualified specialists in algebra and its applications. The main focus will be given to applied algebra and those topics of algebra, which develop at the junction with mathematical logic, in particular computable algebras and algorithmic problems of algebra. During the studies students will get involved in international scientific projects.

Academic staff
Most of the professors and scientists involved in the program have scientific degrees of Doctor of Science and PhD, almost all of them have been working in the Universities of USA, Canada, China, Iran, and in leading scientific centers of USA, Great Britain, China, Singapore etc.

Career opportunities
The knowledge and the experience obtained during the study will help to students to become skillful scientists, to carry out teaching and research in KFU, other Russian and foreign Universities and scientific centers.

Partners
Institute of Mathematics of Siberian Branch of RAS, Notre Dame and Wisconsin Universities (USA), Leeds University (Great Britain), National University of Singapore.

Contacts
Professor, Dr. Marat Arslanov, Marat.Arlsanov@kpfu.ru
The aim of the program is training of the specialists possessing both broad theoretical knowledge and experimental skills in the field of neuroscience, able to carry out research at the molecular, cellular, systemic levels. Educational and experimental basis is Dept. Human & Animal Physiology, including International Laboratory of Neurobiology and Open Lab Neurorehabilitation equipped by advanced research techniques, which allow carrying out research at the level of single ion channels, neuronal networks (in vivo and vitro) and behavioral level.

Academic staff
Well-known high-quality professors and scientists like Dr. R. Khairzhanov Research Director in INSERM France, Prof. R. Giniatullin, Head of Neurobiology Laboratory, University of Eastern Finland, Dr. A. Rozov, University of Heidelberg, Germany, Dr I. Khalilov, INMED, France, Dr. I. Lavrov, KFU, which provide teaching, research and training in international laboratories.

Career opportunities
The knowledge and experience obtained during the program prepares students for careers in academic research, teaching and industry.

Partners
INSERM, France; University of Eastern Finland; University of Heidelberg, Germany; INMED, France.

Contacts
Doci, Professor Guzel Sintikova, Guzel.Sintikova@kpfu.ru - for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru - for admission procedures.
The Masters in Evidence-Based Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy Program is designed to prepare students for a research career in the expanding field of Evidence-Based Medicine, pharmaceuticals and Cochrane systematic reviews. The Course is primarily based on students’ active participating in research projects. By the end of the Master’s program graduates should be able to design their own PhD research project.

Academic staff
Qualified teaching staff provides implementation of the Master in Evidence-Based Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapy program, with 100% of the teachers holding doctorate (DSc) or PhD degrees.

Career opportunities
Graduates of the program can work at Universities internationally, as key specialists in administrative/legal/regulatory/policy affairs, particularly within the profile of pharmaceutical regulation, drug evaluation boards / formulary committees, clinical research, policymaking, management and communications.

Partners
Nordic Cochrane Centre, the Cochrane Collaboration

Contacts
Liliya Ziganshina lezign@gmail.com - for program queries; admission@kpfu.ru - for admission procedures

PHARMACOLOGY

The Program is designed to prepare students for research careers in expanding biomedical and pharmaceutical fields. It covers the subjects required to train current and future researchers and health professionals in Pharmacology with the emphasis on rational drug development, rational drug use, therapeutics and evidence.

Academic staff
Qualified teaching staff provides implementation of the Master in Pharmacology program, with 100% of the teachers holding doctorate (DSc) or PhD degrees.

Career opportunities
Graduates of the program can work at Universities internationally, be primary candidates for PhD programs, develop careers in education/research in biomedicine or pharmaceuticals, specialize in administrative/policy affairs, particularly within the profile of pharmaceutical regulation, drug evaluation boards/formulary committees, policymaking, management and communications.

Partners
Kazan Medical University, Dept Pharmacology; State Foundation Institute of Pharmacology Russian Academy of Sciences

Contacts
Liliya Ziganshina, lezign@gmail.com - for program queries; admission@kpfu.ru - for admission procedures
Master of Environmental Studies (MES) is an interdisciplinary degree based on environmental science, ecology, mathematical modeling and modern methods of statistical analysis, GIS and Space remote sensing. The program is realized in the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Studies of KFU. From 1969 KFU is leader of environmental education in Russia. The institute has the necessary educational and scientific base for research projects and workshops (laboratories, databases, field stations and equipment for experiments).

**Academic staff**
Six professors are involved in educational process and research. There are 3 doctors of biological science and 3 doctors of Physical and Mathematical Sciences. The director of the program is Prof. Tatiana Rogova, Honored Worker of Higher School of Russia, laureate of the Russian Government in the field of education.

**Career and opportunities**
Graduates of the program are well prepared for professional work in the government and public services that manage and control of natural resources using, in the industrial companies and project institutions operating urban and rural planning.

**Partners**
Evergreen State College (USA, WA), Massaric University (Czech Republic, Brno).

**Contacts**
Head of General Ecology Department, Associated professor Galia Shaykhutdinova
shga@kpfu.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures

---

**MASTER PROGRAMME “BIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES”**

On the programme. The Master Programme “Biotechnical Systems and Technologies” is implemented in the Engineering Institute of KFU. It is meant to educate specialists in intelligent biomedical equipment design, service maintenance and operation.

**Academic staff**
Master students are taught by professors and associate professors only. The programme supervisor is Professor I. A. Konakchina.

**Career and opportunities**
The received training enables graduates to work in the field of biomedical and ecological equipment design, production and operation, including biotechnical systems and technologies for living system monitoring and status management. The graduates are of high demand in the labour market. They work in companies from Kazan, Moscow, the Republic of Tatarstan, Volga Federal District, as well as in international companies supplying high-quality and advanced equipment to the medicine market.

**Partners**
Our partners are: KORL Medical Centre, AldmaMed, LLC, Dental Technology, LLC, Medphizpirbor, LLC. Master students have an opportunity to take internship in these organisations and be employed by them thereafter.

**Contacts**
Grigory Luchkin, Candidate of Technical Sciences, gluchkin@mail.ru, phone 89274458038.
It is a unique program, where all of the main geological sciences in the field of Oil and Gas geology and geophysics are combined. The program is realized on the Geology and Petroleum technologies institute of KFU. Available laboratories boast up-to-date teaching facilities and special equipment where students supervised by their scientific advisors are conducting outstanding researches.

Academic staff
Highly qualified scholars supervise the research process. Four professors are involved in the program. The director of the program is Nurgaliev Dails, Acting corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences.

Career opportunities
Alumni of this program can work in the world leading companies of the petroleum industry, such as Schlumberger, Gazprom, Shell, Rosneft, BP etc.

Partners
The Schlumberger is a partner in this program.

Contacts
Boris Platov, swborispl@mail.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures

The master’s program “Stratigraphy” includes more than 20 specialized subjects which will allow you to get modern ideas about the earth’s layers, their age, origin and mechanisms of formation, the material composition of rocks and modern methods of research. Stratigraphic knowledge is the basis for understanding the history of the formation and structure of the earth’s crust, tectonic processes, paleogeography and paleoclimatology, historical analysis of processes of formation of rocks and their subsequent transformation and destruction, the localisation of minerals. Given this, the main task of the newly opened graduate is developing undergraduates a broad Outlook of modern stratigraphic knowledge and aptitude for scientific analysis and forecasting. Master’s degree in “Stratigraphy” is waiting for bachelors and specialists to 2 years to prepare potential chief geologists.

Academic staff
Highly qualified staff with academic knowledge and practical skills in demand in the Russian and foreign exploration and production companies.

Career opportunities
Leading specialists of geological services of the largest companies—subsoil users in the country, including companies in the Russian multidisciplinary exploration of the holding JSC “Rosgeologia”, oil giants LUKOIL, Rosneft, Surgutneftegaz, Gazprom Neft, Tatneft, Bashneft, numerous joint Russian–foreign companies.

Contacts
Professor, head of Department of Paleontology and Stratigraphy Silantev Vladimir Vladimirovich, (843) 2920819, Vladimir.Silantev@kpfu.ru
The main focus of the programme is Islamic Studies in general, and Islamic economics in particular. The program successfully combines Islamic studies, analytical and economic practices, enabling to get systematic and universal approach to research and management in the areas which are an integral part of Islam and Muslim culture. The resulting academic qualification is "Master of Foreign Region Studies with the knowledge of foreign languages".

**Academic staff**
The courses will be provided by Doctors of Sciences and Candidates of Sciences from Kazan Federal University. Professors from universities in Europe (Kiev, Amsterdam), America (Michigan, Wisconsin), Malaysia (Kuala Lumpur) and Turkey (istanbul) participate in the teaching process either on site or by giving online sessions.

**Career opportunities**
The programme aims to prepare specialists in region studies with Islamic studies profile specializing in certain Muslim regions, people able to develop practical solutions in international relations and the economic strategy of countries and regions.

**Partners**
- Universiteit Leiden, Nederland
- Freie Universität Berlin
- Saint Petersburg State University
- Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey

Double major certificate of KFU and a partner university is provided upon completion.

**Contacts**
Leila Almazova, Candidate of Philosophy, +7 843 2923945, leila almazova@mail.ru
Azat Akhunov, Candidate of Philology, +7 843 2925186, Azat.Akhunov@kpfu.ru
Azat.Akhunov@kpfu.ru

It is important to graduate experts able to competently solve complex problems in the atmosphere of multiculturalism and ethnosexual variety of contemporary Russian society. Many of these problems have deep historical roots. The study of Russian history, especially its sociocultural and ethnopolitical aspects and issues, contributes to the graduates' successful integration and adaptation to the socially, culturally, religiously heterogeneous environment and helps them make use of the high potential of diverse Russian history and culture.

**Academic staff**
Head of the programme: Professor, Doctor of History Alla Salnikova
The staff comprises English- and/or German-speaking lecturers (Doctors and Candidates of Sciences) mainly from the Institute of International Relations, History, and Oriental Studies. Experts from the departments of sociology, psychology, journalism, philosophy, political science are also involved.

**Career opportunities**
Research and academic staff; archives and museums; public governance and administration; experts in national politics, social history, religion, and ethnic studies.

**Partners**
- Justus Liebig University (Gießen, Germany)
- The University of East European History (Tübingen, Germany)
- Indiana University (Bloomington, USA)
- Students can take short-term and long-term internships at the partner universities.

**Contacts**
Alla Salnikova, Doctor of History, +7 843 2924278, Alla.Salnikova@kpfu.ru
Azat.Akhunov@kpfu.ru
We were the first in the central part of Russia to offer a master’s program in translation and interpretation, so you will benefit by getting a degree that will enhance your career opportunities on the European job market. This course enables you to master your English, develop skills in written translation, simultaneous and consecutive interpretation, learn French and German, and develop skills as a researcher and gain knowledge of a specific area of English studies for professional development.

Academic staff
With a strong team of highly experienced professors, you will be able to apply theory and practice and learn from real experts. The program is supervised by Olga Egorova, Doctor of Philology, ASU, and Svetlana Takhtarova, Doctor of Philology, KFU.

Career opportunities
This programme has been designed to help progress your career as a translator, an interpreter in a variety of industries, editor, and as a linguist in academia.

Partners
Kaspian Graduate School of Translation, Astrakhan State University

Contacts
Doctor of Philology Svetlana Takhtarova, sstahtarova@kpfu.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures

With a strong emphasis on developing skills and knowledge that can be applied in professional settings, this intensive program draws on knowledge about teaching in secondary school and higher educational institutions, masters your English language skills, teaches you French and German, and develops your skills as a researcher in a specific area of teaching languages.

Academic staff
Supported by expert scholars and researchers, this course enables you to research an aspect of teaching languages to school children and university students and become a specialist in your area. The supervisors are Diana Sabirova, Doctor of Education, and Nadezhda Pomorosova, Doctor of Education, KFU.

Career opportunities
This degree can offer you continuing professional development, particularly in related areas such as teaching, linguistics, research, editing, and more general employability skills.

Contacts
Doctor of Education Diana Rastamovna Sabirova, delro@mail.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures
THE LAW OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND EXTERNAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

The Program aims at providing students with the tools to understand the multilevel context of international trade relations and the variety of legal instruments and institutions of the global commerce. It includes courses on the current issues of international economic relations: World Trade Organization, regional organizations of economic integration, international tax law, investment law, labor migrations, international protection of intellectual property rights, international commercial contracts and arbitration.

Academic staff
Professors involved in the program have strong background in global commerce either from business or research organizations and all of them have Dsc or PhD degrees.

Career opportunities
The Program prepares students for carriers in private companies operating globally, state bodies and non-governmental organizations in national and international levels.

Partners
The Program has been developed in cooperation of KFU and Giessen, Leuven, Maribor, Zagreb and other universities. Lectures of visiting professors from these universities are organized during the program.

Contacts
Nataliya Turina turyina.natal@yandex.ru - for program queries; admission@kfu.ru - for admission procedures

EUROPEAN LAW

The two-year Master’s Program “European Law” focuses on legal regulation of the activities in different sectors on International, European and national levels.

The Program aims at providing students with the tools to understand international and European level contexts which are influenced by the processes of internationalization, globalization and European integration.

Academic staff
Professors involved in the program have strong background in global commerce either from business or research organizations and all of them have Dsc or PhD degrees.

Career opportunities
The Program prepares students for carriers in organizations and institutions working either at national or European levels or internationally: in private, companies operating globally, in government or non-governmental organizations or in the diplomatic service.

Partners
The Program has been jointly developed by three Russian Universities (Kazan, Tyumen and Voronezh) together with the partners from Zagreb University (Croatia) and Maribor University (Slovenia).

Contacts
Nataliya Turina turyina.natal@yandex.ru - for program queries; admission@kfu.ru - for admission procedures
TEACHING ENGLISH AT THE HIGH AND HIGHER SCHOOL

The program is realized at the Institute of Philology and cross-cultural Communication named after Leo Tolstoy by KFU. Trainees master the unique educational discipline, the theory of modern technologies in teaching the English language, using the latest tools of language training, preparing for international language certifications and carry out pedagogical and research activities in secondary and higher educational institutions.

Academic staff
Professors and doctors of pedagogical and philological sciences are involved in the implementation of the program.

Career opportunities
Graduates of the program are widely demanded, work in gymnasiums and lyceums, higher educational institutions, in organizational and administrative structures, scientific-educational and expert-analytical centers and continue training in postgraduate study.

Partners
Institute of pedagogics and psychology of professional education of the Russian Academy of Education, Moscow Institute of foreign languages.

Contacts
Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences, Professor Iskander Yarmakeev ermakeev@mail.ru – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures

TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION AND RELIGIOUS ADAPTATION

One of the specific features of present-day globalizing world is increase of transnational/transcultural migration. Large masses of people change the places of their residence on the long-time or permanent basis. Social adaptation of these people includes religious adaptation as one of the basic parts which is determined by the traditional roots of the societies they are moving from (i.e. secular or “post-secular” societies). Thereby, importance of religious component of social adaptation acquires a special significance.

Academic staff
100% of teaching staff are the holders of doctoral (DSc) and PhD degrees.

Career opportunities
The graduates of the program can work for public administration and non-governmental organizations connected dealing with social adaptation.

Partners
There are several research projects of the members of ‘Transnational migration and religious adaptation’ Master program in cooperation with Jagiellonian University in Krakow

Contacts
Larisa Astahhova, lara.astahhova@gmail.com – for program queries, admission@kpfu.ru – for admission procedures
KFU is one of just few educational institutions in Russia which offer modern comfortable housing for all non-resident students. KFU student campus is located in the Universiade Village built in Kazan to accommodate participants of the XXVII World Summer Universiade 2013. It is a residential micro-district with capacity of about 12,000 people.

The Village has been declared a “Health territory”. The campus is created in the best way to meet all the needs of its residents. A medical center, drugstore, sports equipment rent station, copy center, laundry, beauty salon, cafeteria and other facilities are available here. The Village project was awarded a diploma “For a special contribution to a socially significant infrastructure creation for youth and sport development” at the world contest FIABCI Prix D’Excellence.
Kazan is a city with millennial history, which unites Oriental & Occidental culture and traditions. Kazan is the Third Capital of Russia, one of the largest economic, political, scientific and educational, cultural and sport centers of the country. Kazan Kremlin is listed in the UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

Kazan:
- High level of safety and quality of urban environment
- Interfaith consent for many years
- High level of medicine and public health services
- World-level infrastructure

The following large-scale events are hosted by Kazan:
- Rudolf Nuriev International Opera Festival
- Fyodor Shalyapin International Opera Festival
- International Festival of Muslim Cinema
- Universiade 2013 (World University Games)
- World Aquatics Championships 2015
- FIFA Confederations Cup 2017
- 21st FIFA World Cup 2018
- 45th WorldSkills Competition 2019